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As you will be aware, the purpose of the float in property management is to make sure that you have
enough funds to pay for regular costs or small repairs for developments. If handled correctly in terms
of the information provided, CPL can track the float amount held against every property and can
therefore enable you to refund a float to a client who has sold their property or in the situation where
you have ceased to manage a development, to all clients concerned.
There are various settings available in CPL to help you deal with charging out the float to new clients
as per your preference and this document will take you through the processes involved.
How you handle floats may well be governed by the deeds for properties in a development. You may
not charge for a float at all if you are managing the development by billing in advance on a budgeted
basis.
There are 2 main options for setting up how floats are invoiced/ paid in CPL and the diagram below
summaries these. These will both be explained in more detail within this guide.
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Float amounts are entered against the property in CPL.

When adding a new development to CPL, the float amount per property can also be entered against
the block and then this amount would be applied against every property in that block of the development
as the property information is being entered for the first time.

The Batch Update tool on the Properties tab in the development can also be used when you wish to
change the float amount for all properties at the one time.
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The behaviour for invoicing floats in CPL is controlled by a System Setting at the back-end and tickbox options which would need to be activated on every development by yourself.
Although the float amount is held against the property, each client will be expected to pay this when
they purchase a property. On selling the property, or when a property management company has
ceased to manage a development (and therefore all properties within this development), the float held
can be returned to the client.
Every client has a Float Transaction File, in which CPL records whether there is a float held against the
property which has been paid by the current client. This information is used when processing the float
repayments.
Your choices from the options of the different settings available will be influenced by the way you wish
your floats to be billed out and whether you wish clients to be pursued for any unpaid floats.
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You can leave all settings off and choose only to send a letter to your new clients to request the float.
You would need to ensure that the correct Float Payable amount is recorded against the property to
begin with.

The details on this new client account will show the Float as outstanding for the full amount listed on
the appropriate property in the pin panel at the top of the client account:
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When they have paid this amount to you, you can process the payment on the Daily Posting screen
as a Float Amount Transaction. This will credit the client’s Float Transaction File.

If an automatic payment for the float has been processed onto the client balance from a credit card,
BACS or Direct Debit payment, then a Transfer Funds option can be used to register this against the
Client Float.
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The charge for the float will not appear on a client invoice at any point when you have not activated any
settings for the float.
If you have ticked the Float Recoverable option at the bottom of the Development Master screen,
then a float due amount will appear on every invoice sent out to a client until the client float is marked
as paid.

You will also need to have ensured that the correct Float Payable amount is recorded against the
property to begin with.
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This will appear at the bottom of every invoice until the float is paid, even though it is not a standard
charge.
You can still opt to send out a letter/ welcome pack to your clients stating that the float is outstanding
and due to be paid.
When they have paid this amount to you, you can process the payment as a Float Amount Transaction
as mentioned in the section above.
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If an automatic payment for the float has been processed onto the client balance, then a Transfer
Funds option can be used to register this against the Client Float.

If the client has made a payment by credit card through the Client Web Portal to their account, the
amount paid will go against any outstanding balance first and if there are remaining funds, these will be
allocated against the float amount.
There is a setting which can be configured in CPL which will automatically charge the float out to new
clients, when partnered with a tick in the Float Recoverable tick-box on the development itself.
If these are both activated, (and the correct float amount is already recorded against the property) then,
as soon as a new client is added to the system it credits the Float Transactions File and debits the
Client Charge File. This means that it marks the float as having been paid because it has added it as a
charge due by the client as part of their outstanding balance.
Float Transactions File marked as paid:

Charge Transaction File marked as debited for the amount for the float.
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This charge will get picked up when you run your first invoice or, if you don’t wish to wait until this is
due, you can run an amended account to bill your client for this charge.
The float charge would appear on the client’s amended account/ invoice as whatever you had set your
float description to be. Thereafter, it would be part of any unpaid balance on the client account. It would
only be noted on the first invoice as an individual charge and thereafter it would be part of any balance
brought forward if it had not been cleared.
When this setting is active and the client pays their float charge, it would not be recorded against the
Float Transaction file. Instead, it would be marked against the standard client balance, as the system
moved the charge to there when it credited the float transaction file as paid and the charge transaction
file as debited for the same amount.
The float information in the pin panel of the client account will always mark the float file as having been
paid because the amount has been moved to the charge file. You would have to bear this in mind when
searching a client account to find out whether the client float has been paid.
The Sue for Float option is located at the bottom of the Development Master screen.

If you have ticked the Sue for Float option and you are not using the Charge Float Out to New Clients
system setting, then this will allow the float amount to be included as an amount being chased for in
your reminders/ client notices.

This Sue for Float setting will not be relevant if you have decided to go with the Charge Out Float to
New Clients setting, as the float has already been marked as paid with the amount being debited from
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the Charge File. In this case, any amount owed for the float is part of the balance outstanding for the
individual client and won’t be able to be picked up as a separate float amount.

For any properties where you don’t wish to charge a float, you can leave the amount as 0.00 on the
property and any settings will not take effect.

If you do wish to use the Charge Out Float to New Clients setting, this should be left as inactive
when you are initially entering your existing developments, properties and clients onto CPL and as you
are entering float held and float due amounts into the system.
Once all of this has been done you can activate the setting and it will start to charge all new clients
from this point onwards.
Once the float paid and float due has been entered against all clients and the system setting has been
activated, there is a global option which will allow you to pick up all clients who do owe a float. The
process is called Charge Outstanding Float and is located in the Client Global Actions menu.
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Running this process will allow all clients with unpaid floats to have this marked as paid in the float file
and debited in the charge file.
This process would also allow you to charge out additional float amounts if the incorrect amount had
initially been entered against the property.

There is a Batch Update tool located on the Development Properties tab which would allow you to
change/ increase the float amount registered against all properties.

When you process a property sale you can list the date that you wish the float to be repaid as part of
the sale process.
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Property Management companies will normally set a delay between the sale being processed and the
float refund being processed in order to make sure that the exiting client has cleared off any outstanding
balance.
Setting this date will allow you to stop CPL from being able to refund the float until after the date you
have set.
There is a Process Float Repayments process available in the Client Global Actions screen.

When running this process, it will pick up all exiting clients, with a float repayment date set for earlier
than the date you select on the Process Float Repayments screen.
This will credit the float amount onto the Client Charge File for the exiting client and allow you to
refund it or have it set against any charges they owe on their final invoice.

There is a Handover Float tick-box option located at the bottom of the Development Master screen.

You would only tick this if you wanted to pass a float held from an exiting client to an incoming client.
You may have a reason to tick this if it is part of an agreement that a developer of a new site has made
with the clients purchasing the properties.
Before any standard client sales needed to be processed for this new development, you would want to
make sure that this was un-ticked to prevent the float from being handed over to the buyer from the
seller. This feature should be used with caution to avoid errors being made.
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This training guide forms part of CPL's Knowledge Base which is available for all CPL users at
https:/ / contact.cplsoftware.com/ portal/ home
The CPL Knowledge Base will be continually updated with additional guides and information. If you
have any questions or suggestions for further guides we’d be happy to hear from you. You can contact
CPL Support by emailing us at support@cplsoftware.com or through our portal at
https:/ / contact.cplsoftware.com/ portal/ home or calling us on 0345 646 0240 (option 1).
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